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Does any of this resonate with your
experiences?

Jot down key ideas that resonate with
your experience

or

twitter.com/ResearchC4I
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As an occupational therapist
working in schools…
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Outline
¤ Reflect on complexity of collaborative care in education
settings
¤ Recognize the importance of activity theory framework
for identifying dilemmas in collaborative practice using
those dilemmas as a basis for program improvement
¤ Cross-case examples from one component of my
research on SBOT collaborative consultation in Ontario,
Canada
¤ Continuing the conversation: what resonates for you?

Service Delivery Approaches (see
Bundy, 1995)

Service Delivery
Methods
Direct
Intervention

Indirect
Intervention

Consultation

Goal/Outcome

What Intervention Looks Like

Change in student’s ability
(develop student’s skills) to to
meet expectations of the school
program

• provide “hands on” treatment
• pull out or push in

Support student with skill
refinement or maintenance of
function in school context

• teach procedure to educators or
educational assistants who in turn
administer procedure with the
student

Identify strategies that will enable
students to succeed at school
despite limitations imposed by
their disabilities (compensate;
accommodate; modify; adapt)

• support changes to human and
non-human environment (e.g.,
helping behaviours of adults;
adapting classroom/routines,
learning materials, school facilities)
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Traditional Service Delivery Model

Consultation:
An approach to service provision in which
the consultant, a specialist, assists another
person in a problem-solving process with
regards to a third individual, the client
Erchul & Martens, 2002; Kampwirth, 2006

child

Allied Health
Professional

Educator

(e.g., OT, SP, PT)
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child and their family

Allied Health
Provider

Funder/
Employer
Gatekeeper

Other health
care services
(e.g.,
specialists;
ACS, seating,
feeding clinics)

Educators
•
•
•
•

Special education teachers
Regular education teachers
School-based education
administrators (e.g., VP; Principal)
Education Assistants (SLSO)

child
and their family

Other: private
clinicians;
advocates

Social service
agencies (e.g.,
FACS)

Child care/
Preschool
providers

Educators

Other health
care providers
Providers (e.g.,
nursing, PT,
SLP)

Special education teachers
Regular education teachers
School-based education administrators
(e.g., VP; Principal)
Education Assistants

OT
School Board
Health
funder

Employer

(e.g., Special Education
Administrators, Coordinators of
Special Education Services;
Technicians; SLP; Clinical
Psychology)
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Service Integration and Coordination

https://blogs.ca.com/2015/03/30/hey-it-your-big-data-infrastructure-cant-sit-in-a-silo-anymore-2/
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Collaborative Consultation
An interactive problem-solving process
that enables people with diverse
expertise to generate creative solutions
to mutually defined problems.
Idol, Nevin, & Paolucci-Whitcomb, 2000

Relationship between collaboration
and outcomes
Villeneuve & Shulha

Figure 1. Sociocultural activity theory conceptual framework.

Methods

Methodological Approach

Developmental Work Research (DWR) (Engeström, 2000)
is an interventionist methodology used to promote shared
learning among workers for the purpose of developing future
practice. DWR has been used to examine health care, social
service, and education practices that rely on interagency cooperation and team collaboration (Engeström, 2008; Leadbetter, 2004, 2008; Martin, 2008). The aim of DWR is to support
stakeholders in developing “expansive learning” in workplace
settings. Drawing on group-learning theory, expansive learning occurs when team members are more disposed to use each
other’s knowledge to improve practice (Engeström, 2008). In
DWR, sociocultural activity theory is used to support conceptual analysis by representing work practices within an activity

Adapted from Leadbetter, 2008
historical work practices that have shaped how work is organized and shared (Cole & Engeström, 1993; Engeström, 2008)
and use this new, shared understanding to expand work practices to improve congruence within the activity system.
The role of the researcher in DWR is to enable a constructive approach to workplace inquiry and support meaningful visioning for future action. In DWR, the researcher
draws on real workplace episodes as a basis for shared learning.
The researcher collects “mirror data” through extended observation and interaction with participants in the work setting.
Mirror data can include videotaped workplace episodes, stories, and interviews with workers (Engeström, 2000). Following the ethnographic phase, the researcher uses mirror data
to represent and examine teamwork practices through group
discussion with key stakeholders (Engeström, 2000; Leadbet-
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Gaps in Research
¤ Relationship between educator-OT collaboration and
outcomes for students? (Barnes & Turner, 2001)

¤ Impact of collaboration for teachers? (Reid et al., 2006)

¤ Tension: pressure to adopt collaborative consultation as best
practice vs. evidence that OT continue to employ direct
intervention (Bayona et al., 2006; Fairbarin & Davidson, 1993; Niehues, 1991;
Spencer, 2006)

¤ Factors that facilitate collaborative interactions? (Villeneuve, 2009)

¤ Limited description of health-educator collaborative
consultation

Expansive Transitions toward
Collaborative Working

Engestrom, 2008
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Quality inclusion results from
optimising joint effort among
adults.

http://www.cea-ace.ca/education-canada/article/school-inclusion

Connor (focal participant) & Connorʼ’s mom

-Occupational Therapist (OT)
-Case Manager (CM)

-Special Education Teacher
(SET)
-Education Assistant (EA)
-Grade 1 Teacher
-Vice Principal (VP)
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Alisha (focal participant) & Alishaʼ’s parents

-Occupational Therapist
(OT)
-Case Manager (CM)

–Special Education Teacher (SET)
–Education Assistant (EA)
–Senior Kindergarten Teacher
–Vice Principal (VP)

Key Findings

¤ Focus for Educational Programming
¤ Communication Practices
¤ Leadership & Accountability Practices of
Educators
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activities for Alisha’s EA and used her knowledge of motor development “to challenge Alisha to do different things with her hands.”

Focus for educational programming:
Alisha
Communication is a
huge part of Alisha’s
program

Downloaded by Doctor Michelle Villeneuve At 11:50 11 February 2015 (PT)

Ensure that
Alisha is
cared for at
school

Comprehension
at story time
Therapy
suggestions;
computer &
switch; toys
in Spec Ed
classroom

Communication
book with EA;
Educate EA on
tube feeding

Alisha’s
mom

Help EA
understand
Alisha’s selfcare needs

Fig. 2.

Challenge
Alisha’s use of
her hands

Mobility is
the main
focus

A lot of her program
comes from therapy
recommendations

Daily story
time at
carpet

Spec Ed.
Teacher

SK
Teacher

Program for
Alisha in Spec
Ed. class; write
Alisha’s IEP

Program for
SK class

Pull-out sessions
with Alisha and
EA; resources
brought from
office; equipment
recommendations

Sit –
stand;
personal
care
routines;
resources
in SK
class

EA

OT

Schedule for
Alisha and
implement
program

Give EA activity
suggestions;
recommend
equipment to support
Alisha’s participation

Tools

Professional Roles Drive Programming for Alisha.

COOPERATION
Cooperative working involves modes of interaction that move participants
beyond their scripted roles. When team members focus on a shared
problem and contribute their knowledge to find mutually acceptable ways
of understanding and solving it, their interactions can be characterized as
cooperative. According to Engeström, practitioners each contribute their
professional knowledge to re-conceptualize a shared problem but without
explicitly re-conceptualizing their rolesAlishaʼ’s
and responsibilities.
mom
IEP
Transitions from
service coordination to cooperative working occurred
Report cards
during informal interactions
between the occupational therapist and each of
Therapy Notes
Communication
Alisha’s educators (Case Example 2). Consistent
with Engeström’s characbook
terization of cooperation, participants shared
knowledge to re-conceptualize
Reading Folder

Communication Practices: Alisha

IEP

VP
Therapy Notes

Equipment
Recommendations

Special
Educatio
n
Teacher

Amandaʼ’s
Program

SK routines

EA

SK
Teacher

Modeling
Activity for EA
Documentation:
Therapy Notes

Principal

OT
Equipment
Recommendations

Therapy Plan

Case
Manag
er

Mid-block report
Year-end report
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Focus for educational programming:
Connor
Incorporating
Therapy into the Regular Curriculum
79
Shared Focus: Foundation Skills for Learning
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Social
interaction
acceptance
by peers

Attend to
others/routines/
directions; social
communication

Develop
foundational
hand skills

Interact with
others using
verbal & nonverbal
communication

Initiate &
follow class
routines

Shared Script: Successful Inclusion at School
In-class
consultation;
meetings
with
educators
and Connor’s
mom

Transition
meeting;
agenda;
hallway
conversations

Connor’s
Mom

IEP; Formal &
informal
assessment;
special
education team
meetings

OT

Help
teachers
understand
Connor

Make activity
suggestions
to address
learning goals

Fig. 3.

Structured
interaction
with peers;
Gr. 1
routines;
body breaks

Movementbased
activities; Gr. 1
curriculum

Tools

SET

EA

Gr. 1

Program for
Connor;
monitor
progress
toward goals

Implement
program with
Connor

Program for
Gr. 1 class

Educational Goals Drive Programming for Connor.

education program was implemented in practice, how her progress was
measured or gauged by each of her educators, and how recommendations
made by the occupational therapist were used.
Systemic barriers to collaborative working, described in previous
research, were evident in both Alisha’s and Connor’s cases. The therapists
had a limited number of visits at which to consult with educators, provide
comprehensive support for the child, and document their visit, all within 60
minutes. Both therapists had a large caseload and, on one day each month,
visited all the children on their caseload who attended the same school.
However, communication practices among collaborators in these two cases
differed substantially.
Joint planning was facilitated in Connor’s case
Connorʼ’s
mom
through meaningful communication among the educators, therapist, and

Communication Practices: Connor
Transition Supports:
• IBI Therapist
• Daycare Resource Teacher

Gr. 1 Class

isits

• VP

Regular
Formal
Meetings

hed

Agend
a

Pull-out
Formal Interview with
S2C

EAs

Informal Interview
with EA

Ha
EA
co llwa
gs
nv y
etin
ers
e
atio
rM
n
ula
g
Re
OT documentation; IEP;
Education
Meetings

Special
Teacher

Case conference

O

Connorʼ’s mom

OT
n

tio

nta

me

cu

o
Td

• Principal
• Special Education
Teachers

Observation in Gr. 1
Program

Connorʼ’s
mom

1 Sc

yV

Special Education
Team:

ule

unit
mm

Agenda

Teacher
Co

Regular
Hallway
conversations

Gr.

Transition
Planning
Formal
Meeting

Assessment
Mid-block report
Year-end report

Intake Ax

CM
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Expansive Transitions to Cooperative
Working

• On the spot trouble shooting
• Sustained interaction over duration of school year

Expansive Transitions to Collaborative
Working

• Shared focus on educational goals
• Making time up front
• Documentation to sustain shared focus for joint working
• Showing how and explaining why
• in class context;
• using materials readily available at school
• Leadership & accountability practices of special
education team
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Implications
¤ Define expectations for occupational therapy involvement
grounded in the studentʼ’s educational goals and classroom
routines.
¤ Use formal meetings to support development of shared
goals; use informal meetings to support ongoing
communication and relationships among collaborators.
¤ Collaborate in the classroom; use what is available at school.
¤ Leadership and responsibility of educators is critical to the
successful implementation of occupational therapy
recommendations at school.

School Leadership for Collaborative
Action
¤ School leadership (agency-based service integration)
¤ Fostering collaborative care (child/family-based service
coordination)
¤ Families as experts in their child’s capabilities,
¤ Educator’s as experts in the curriculum and instruction,
¤ Special Educators as “knotworkers,”
¤ Therapists as experts in functional performance &
participation in everyday activities.

¤ Inform policy health-education service coordination
(system/cross-sector-based service integration)
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Does any of this resonate with your
experiences?

Jot down a key idea that resonates
with your experience

or

WHAT


twitter.com/ResearchC4I

DO YOU HAVE?
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